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From the Editor

Our Commitment to Safety

Click anywhere on the above image to view Editor Rich Sampson’s
overview of this edition of DigitalCT.
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Commentary

Spring-Summer 2016

Safety: The North Star
By Scott Bogren

It’s long been said and understood that in
the community and public transportation field,
safety is our so-called North Star. By that, we
mean that it is the primary consideration in
the business of moving people — no matter if
you’re a rural, small-urban, NEMT or specialized transportation provider. The safety of
all our passengers, operators, staff and community members is paramount and there can
be no watering down on equivocating on that
primary commitment.
It should come as no surprise, therefore, that
the community and public transportation industry is — by all and any measurable means
— safe. In fact, compared to other modes of
surface transportation, it is remarkably safe.
According to the Victoria Transport Policy Institute, non-rail transit passengers have 1/60th
the number of fatalities per 100 million miles
of travel as travelers in automobiles. Even rail
transit systems – which have been perceived as
struggling with safety issues lately – still experience fatalities at 1/30th the rate of automobiles. Moreover, research indicates as more
people take transit in a community, overall
traffic accidents decline.
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Let’s be clear, these safety achievements
and the overall record of safety in community
and public transportation doesn’t just magically happen. It is due, directly, to the training,
dedication and commitment to safety policies,
practices and procedures at these transportation operations. From boards and top-level
management to front-line employees, safety
is woven so thoroughly throughout the community and public transportation fabric that it
can often be overlooked. And therein lies the
danger.
The safety of our passengers and systems
requires a dynamic approach that is constantly evolving to meet the realities of moving people (and often frail individuals) aboard
vehicles and across landscapes that often
present challenges and dangers completely out
of our control. Given this reality, a static set
of safety policies that never change or adjust
just doesn’t cut it. The best community and
public transportation systems have developed
both responsive and predictive safety cultures
that necessitate regular and updated training,
an ongoing emphasis on safety from system
leadership and practical accountability. That’s
how community and public transportation has
delivered such demonstrable safety statistics.
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CTAA Takes the Lead

Because CTAA and its members have always
valued safety, the Association and its leadership began offering right-sized, affordable and
targeted community and public transportation
safety training and certification since 1993.
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What has emerged is an integrated safety
training menu that covers drivers, dispatchers,
managers, safety and security officers and even
system safety certifications:
•

•

•

•

1,237 certified employees in the process.

Additionally, CTAA, the American Association of State Highway and Transportation
Officials (AASHTO) and the American Public
The Certified Safety and Security Officer Transportation Association (APTA) entered
(CSSO) program assists in improving the into a Memorandum of Understanding with
professional preparedness of public and
the Federal Transit Administration in 2003 to
community transportation Officers, and
define and implement core elements of transit
to maximize their ability to provide safe
safety programs, including security, selection
and secure transit service, having certiand training of employees, maintenance, drug
fied 688 officers since its inception;
and alcohol testing and data collection and
analysis.
The Passenger Service and Safety (PASS)
Enter the Federal Transit Administration
Trainer and Driver Certification program ensures that community transporFor years, the specter of the Federal Transit
tation drivers have current expertise in
Administration
regulating the safety of comsafe passenger assistance techniques and
munity and public transportation agencies has
sensitivity skills appropriate for serving
persons with disabilities and has certified existed. The first real federal entrée into safety
occurred in 1991 with the passage of the Ommore than 60,000 drivers and trainers;
nibus Transportation Employee Testing Act,
The Professional Dispatching and Sched- which mandated that the FTA issue drug and
uling (PDS) training program focuses on alcohol testing for all grantees.
the key role of dispatchers in supporting
Beginning what would become a pattern, a
the safety of front-end transit employees
rail accident in 1987 in Chase, Md., in which
and their passengers and has certified
an Amtrak and freight train collided killing
1,372 dispatchers to date;
14 passengers was the impetus for the 1991
ruling. The freight rail engineer had recently
The Vehicle Maintenance Management
smoked marijuana.
and Inspection (VMMI) training program promotes the community transFast forward 20 years and a series of tragic
portation industry’s commitment to safe,
transit rail accidents — largely on the Washreliable transportation through building
up the professional skills of maintenance ington (D.C.) Metro system though also in
San Francisco and Boston — resulting in both
personnel and managers, producing
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worker and passenger fatalities began the process of the FTA entering into the community
and public transportation safety regulatory
business. As this safety regulatory authority
has gathered strength, it must be noted that
in all of the Federal Register notices dealing
with transit safety, not a single bus incident has
been raised to justify or explain the need for
new or additional safety regulations.
CTAA and its members have never advocated against safety — and we won’t begin
today. But throughout the process, we have
attempted to inject common sense and scalability as well as the notion of consent of the
regulated into the run up to promulgation
of full transit safety regulations and plans. In
recent years rural, small-urban and specialized
transit operators have seen the levels of federal
bus capital investment shrink to crisis levels
[The FAST Act merely reverses the downward trend
but in reality does not take bus capital funding back to
even SAFETEA-LU levels — ed].
In an era where Congress refuses to adequately invest in all forms of public transportation and where many community and public
transit leaders are forced to get by with aged
equipment well beyond its federally-mandated
useful life, the burden of safety regulations
requiring additional recordkeeping, training
and in some cases personnel is troubling. It is
made all the more so when these new regulations seem to be designed to fix something
that, simply put, wasn’t broken.
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Safety is More than a Federal Regulation

All of this leaves the community and public
transportation industry in an atypically responsive or passive stance to an issue many in
the field have long considered their North Star.
Frankly, CTAA members never needed federal
regulations to become committed to safety —
by and large, they were already there and had
been for many years.
The Association will continue to lead the
industry through the promulgation of these
rules, offering comments to the FTA through
the Docket system and highlighting areas of
concern to both the federal government and
our members. Moreover, we will continue to
deliver industry-standard safety training and
certification to our members using innovative technologies to lower costs and bring an
increasing number of both systems and individuals access to these vital classes.
Throughout its rulemaking process, the FTA
has referred to a Safety Management System
(SMS) culled from the Federal Aviation Administration to codify and provide context to
a renewed transit safety culture. CTAA members were already there.
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FTA Safety Rulemaking

Spring-Summer 2016

FTA Rulemaking for Safety Plans:
CTAA Shares Concerns, Will Monitor Closely
On February 5, 2016, the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) posted its Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking (NPRM) on Public Transportation
Agency Safety Plans. The Community Transportation Association of America submitted the comments below during the formal comment process,
which closed on April 5, 2016.

Rule-Making (NPRM) by the Federal Transit
Administration (FTA) to establish Public Transportation Agency Safety Plans.

CTAA recognizes FTA’s challenge in responding to its Congressionally-mandated responsibility to create a national system of public transportation agency safety plans first promulgated
In its official remarks, CTAA expressed many
in 2012’s Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st
concerns with the proposed rulemaking, particuCentury Act (MAP-21). Safety is of paramount
larly in regards to its scalability for small urban,
importance to our industry and reasonable, scalrural, tribal and specialized transportation proable safety plans can and should be implementviders. CTAA will review the FTA’s final rule when ed. Our Association finds several aspects of the
it is posted later this summer, and will work close- FTA’s NPRM acceptable and achievable, but has
ly with FTA leaders and – to the extent necessary
significant concerns about some key elements.
– with the Congress to ensure these regulations do
not place undue administrative burdens and costs
Transit agencies and organizations take great
upon mobility providers. This is crucial given that pride in sterling reputations for the safety and
no new investment is available to support the data security of their passengers, employees and
collection and reporting requirements of these
communities. That pride is borne out of a daily
mandated safety plans. Stay tuned to CTAA’s Fast commitment to safe and secure service, made
Mail and DigitalCT for the latest details on the
possible through rigorous training programs,
FTA’s safety plan regulations – ed.
preventative and responsive maintenance, diligent administrative oversight and open lines of
The Community Transportation Association
communication both within and beyond their
of America (CTAA) – representing its more than organizations. Safe and reliable service is es3,000 members and affiliates that operate and
sential to attracting and maintaining riders, and
advocate for improved mobility options across
ridership on our members’ services is growing
the nation – hereby submits the following comevery year.
ments in response to the Notice of Proposed
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At the same time, under-investment in these
systems – particularly in the capital category –
has reached chronic levels. The best and most direct way to increase safety across the public and
community transportation industry is to provide
the type of capital investment necessary to regularly and routinely replace aging equipment.
The community and public transportation
providers CTAA represents operate with a laserlike focus on providing the most service for their
communities. They are wary of excessive administration burdens that are not accompanied by
adequate funding. The FTA’s proposed Public
Transportation Agency Safety Plans will undeniably introduce new and potentially burdensome
regulatory and administrative requirements at
every community and public transportation
provider with absolutely no additional resources
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FTA Safety Rulemaking
to support the costs to achieve compliance.
Since rural, specialized, tribal and small transit
agencies are safe and responsive, we believe FTA
should adopt a partnership for safety approach
by creating a national advisory committee of
operators to assist the FTA in developing policies
and procedures using the on going knowledge
and experience of local professionals and experts.
Below, we offer our specific comments to the
elements of the FTA’s NPRM, including benefits or costs to our members and any potential
alternatives.
General Requirements
• CTAA finds acceptable the requirement that
systems create an agency safety plan within a calendar year of the FTA’s final rule approved by an
accountable executive and a Board of Directors
(or other similar body) that is annually reviewed,
updated and certified via a formal process.
• CTAA supports the FTA’s delineations between
rail transit operators and large bus operators and
smaller bus operators, given the vast differences
— in both the rate of and consequences — between incidents in these two modes. However,
we urge FTA to be clear that the 100 buses in
revenue service standard applies only to
5307-funded operations and not 5310 or 5311.
• CTAA likewise generally accepts the FTA’s provision for a state to draft and certify safety plans
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on behalf of Section 5311 providers as well as
Section 5307 providers operating 100 or fewer
vehicles, with the option for any such provider to
opt-out of the state plan in order to create their
own.
RECOMMENDATION: FTA must be clear that
the 100 buses in revenue service standard applies
only to Section 5307 recipients and not Section
5310 or 5311 operators.
• CTAA does not support the FTA’s delineation
between “general public” and “closed door” Section 5310 service and supports removing all such
agencies from the safety plan requirement. Many
Section 5310 providers are not traditional transit
agencies but human service organizations that
feature a transportation component as part of a
vast array of community services. CTAA believes
that the general public/closed door distinction is
murky, particularly when the language implies
a 5310 exemption only for “exclusive” closeddoor, which runs counter to the “coordinated”
approach many of these systems have been asked
to adopt by the FTA. Many smaller recipients of
Section 5310 may simply decide to discontinue
the transportation component at their agency,
thus reducing mobility for older adults and
people with disabilities.
RECOMMENDATION: The FTA should remove Section 5310 recipients from safety plan
requirements.
• CTAA is concerned about the FTA’s requirements that an agency’s plan must include a
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Safety Management System (SMS) that includes
complex and detailed “pillars” of management
policy, risk management, assurance and promotion. The FTA – in its both its Advanced NPRM
(ANPRM) and the subsequent NPRM – claims
that the SMS approach, “scales itself to the size
and complexity of the operation,” but asserts that
fact with little explanation and examples only
related to the aviation and rail industries. The
FTA’s NPRM – despite comments from CTAA
and others to the ANPRM – has failed to provide any guidance or explanation on how these
aspects can be appropriately scaled to the size
of the agency so as not to become an undue or
unreasonable burden.
RECOMMENDATION: The FTA should issue clear guidance and technical assistance as to
how agencies and states creating safety plans can
scale SMS principles to be consistent with their
(smaller) operations.
• CTAA is concerned about the timeline and
comment process for the performance targets –
including all applicable requirements and standards – established under the National Public
Transportation Safety Plan and state of good
repair targets established under the National
Transit Asset Management System, which are
unspecified under the NPRM.
RECOMMENDATION: The FTA should establish a clear timeframe for issuing proposed
performance targets for both plans, appropriate
comment periods and reasonable implementation timeframes following issuance of final
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performance targets. This would be an ideal contribution for the partnership for safety advisory
council we suggested earlier in our comments.

executive, who often assumes additional operational duties including dispatch, maintenance
and driving.

Safety Management System General
Requirements

RECOMMENDATION: The FTA’s final rulemaking should include a provision such as, “at
agencies where such delineations exist between
administrative positions,” to account for the limited administrative staff at many agencies.

In regards to the general requirements of SMS
plans, CTAA is concerned that these requirements will result in the de-facto mandate to hire
additional staff at rural, tribal, small urban and
specialized agencies to achieve compliance.
Safety Management Policy
• CTAA supports the creation of SMS requirements that establish organizational responsibilities, a safety management policy with objectives
and performance targets, a protected process
for employees to report safety conditions and
communication of safety management policies within agencies insofar as they’re able to
be crafted in keeping with the size and scope of
each organization and do not include onerous
recordkeeping and reporting requirements that
consume large amounts of administrative time,
effort and financial resources.
• CTAA is concerned about the scalability in the
FTA’s NPRM stipulations on the designation of
an accountable executive, chief safety officer or
SMS executive and agency leadership as mandatory and distinct positions beyond its Board of
Directors (or similar body). For some rural,
specialized, tribal or small-urban transit systems,
the administrative staff is limited to a single
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Safety Risk Management
• CTAA supports the general inclusion of a
safety risk management process in its safety plan
as detailed in the NPRM but is concerned about
the level of data collection and assessment activities it requires. Many of the safety risk management activities described in the NPRM could
require extensive amounts of time and resources
by states’ or agencies’ administrative staff that
cannot devote resources to hire additional employees or an outside contractor to conduct such
work.
RECOMMENDATION: The FTA should provide best practices and technical assistance to
assist states and agencies in preparation and
execution of safety risk management processes.
CTAA is willing to participate and assist in this
important technical assistance effort.
Safety Assurance
• CTAA finds strong challenges for agencies and
states in achieving the levels of monitoring activity prescribed in the SMS safety assurance sec-
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tion of the FTA’s NPRM. This aspect of the SMS
approach – as described in the NPRM – appears
excessively one-size-fits-all, perhaps appropriate for a large agency operating a rail system but
burdensome for small-urban, rural, specialized
and tribal providers.
RECOMMENDATION: The FTA should establish minimally invasive monitoring requirements for Section 5311 recipients, Section 5310
operators (should they be included in the final
rule) and Section 5307 agencies operating fewer
than 100 vehicles. These requirements should be
scalable and reflect the size and scope of these
organizations.
Safety Promotion
• CTAA supports the establishment of the SMS
safety promotion efforts as described in the
NPRM.
Safety Plan Documentation and Recordkeeping
• To the extent that agencies create documents, policies, procedures and other records
as part of safety plans they either develop and/
or implement, CTAA supports the creation of
the documentation and recordkeeping requirements stipulated in the NPRM. However, CTAA
reiterates its concern that these activities could
well produce the need for additional staffing and
further stretch the limited resources of these
agencies. We believe this is an important area in
which appropriate scalability must be achieved.
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Other Details & Responses
• CTAA strongly supports the creation of templates for safety plans, a selfassessment tool and an SMS Implementation Pilot Program as described in
the FTA’s NPRM and encourages the FTA to seek meaningful input from all
sectors of the community and public transportation industry in the process
of creation of those resources.
• CTAA appreciates the FTA’s response to comments submitted in reply to
the ANPRM that it does not expect to require smaller agencies to submit
safety plans as extensive as larger agencies, but finds the NPRM disappointing in its lack of details on how scalability and flexibility in plan development would be achieved.
RECOMMENDATION: The FTA should develop a meaningful input process — for example, the advisory committee we proposed earlier in these
comments — to engage smaller agencies in creating guidance and technical
assistance in developing safety plans that are scalable and
flexible.
• CTAA prefers review of safety plans as part of the FTA’s existing Triennial
Review and State Review Management oversight processes rather than annual reviews.
RECOMMENDATION: The FTA should assess its Triennial Review process and determine ways it might better achieve its objectives and appropriately incorporate new safety plan aspects.
• As FTA notes in its responses to comments submitted addressing the ANPRM, several commenters noted that smaller agencies should be permitted to combine resources – including across state lines – in order to obtain
safety training, such as CTAA’s Certified Safety and Security Officer (CSSO),
which was developed in concert with FTA and APTA as part of a memorandum of understanding. CTAA believes this training is imperative in helping
agencies adapt to the FTA’s ultimate rulemaking and achieve compliance
given the constraints of the size and scope of small transit providers.
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DigitalCT and Full Accessibility
As with everything we do at CTAA, we strive to ensure that our
publications are fully accessible to everyone. In the production of
this digital publication, we only employ widely used technology
that comes standard with most computers. The pdf files we
create are those most commonly used by readers of such files.
That said, we know that we can always improve this publication’s
accessibility and we’d like your help. We want everyone to be able
to make best use of this digital magazine. If we can provide any of
the articles or content in a different format, please let us know at
cteditor@ctaa.org.
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CTSSA Accreditation

Spring-Summer 2016

The Community Transportation Safety and Security
Accreditation (CTSSA) Program

Anticipating the outcomes of the Federal Transit
Administration’s rulemaking on public transportation agency safety plans, the Community
Transportation Association of America (CTAA)
established the Community Transportation Safety
and Security Accreditation (CTSSA) program as
a resource to assist organizations in establishing
the type of safety standards required to be included in these plans. While this acceditation does not
replace the need for an agency safety plan, CTSSA’s principles help guide agencies in creating and
documenting a safety culture that makes creating
such plans a less burdensome process – ed.
This is a program designed to promote the safety
and security of the customers of community and
public transportation systems and also to promote
the safety and security of the women and men who
deliver these services and provide mobility for
the riding public every day. CTAA is accomplishing this goal by working with member agencies,
our board of directors, and experts in the field to
determine standards for safety and security and by
developing a program to assess an organization’s
achievement in meeting those standards.
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Keeping employees, customers, and communities safe and secure is a top priority for all
community transportation agencies. There are at
least three reasons why this is true:
•

•

•

Establishing this priority is clearly consistent
with the voluntary guidance and regulatory requirements of the U.S. Department
of Transportation, the U.S. Department
of Homeland Security, the Federal Transit
Administration, and individual state departments of transportation.
Building transit system safety and security
infrastructure historically has proven to
be an extremely positive step in reducing
agency liability and the cost of insurance.
Most importantly, it is a moral responsibility of a transit system and its leadership to
do everything it can to protect the lives of
people it employs and serves, and to respond
effectively to community-wide emergencies
as may be required.

CTAA offers the Certified Safety and Security
Officer (CSSO) and the Community Transporta-
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tion Safety and Security Accreditation (CTSSA)
programs to provide transit systems with the
comprehensive set of tools necessary to meet this
critical safety, security, and emergency preparedness responsibility and to recognize individual
and agency mission accomplishments.
As a partner to the Federal Transit Administration’s Bus Safety and Security Memorandum of
Understanding, CTAA has developed the CSSO
and CTSSA programs as a two-part process to
provide education, support, and recognition to
individuals and transit organizations in the critical areas of safety and security.
What Is Accreditation?
For CTAA, accreditation is a process by which
community and public transit systems, not
individuals, are reviewed to determine whether
they meet certain standards of quality. Accredited status is not permanent; it has to be renewed
through periodic review on a three-year basis.
Accreditation is both a status and a process. As a
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status, accreditation provides public notification
that an institution or program meets standards
of quality set forth by an accrediting agency, in
this instance CTAA. As a process, accreditation
reflects the fact that in achieving recognition by
the accrediting agency, the institution is committed to self-assessment and external review
not only to meet standards but also to continuously seek ways in which to enhance the safe and
secure transportation services your customers
expect and deserve.

Why Is This Accreditation Important?
This accreditation is important for several
reasons:
•
•
•

Having the CTSSA seal of approval demonstrates •
your commitment to meeting these standards.
What Is a Standard?

•

Accreditation standards are statements that
define and set expectations about fundamental
essentials for quality. In this case the standards
are specifically set to determine achievement in
the area of safety and security.

•

Accreditation standards:
•
•
•

Provide a framework for more detailed work
at agency and individual levels
Address operational issues associated with
developing safety and security and with
maintaining necessary protocols
Reflect the consensus of experts in the community and public transportation fields as to
the most important ingredients in a comprehensive safety and security system.
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It reflects the quality by which your organization conducts its business.
It speaks to a sense of public trust, as well as
high professional standards.
It provides a publicly recognized badge signifying excellence in, and commitment to, the
safety and security of your passengers.
Accreditation is an extremely positive step
in reducing agency liability and the cost of
insurance.
It provides impartial evaluation on a periodic
basis by professional colleagues.
Accreditation provides assurance to your
passengers and the general public that your
transportation system is engaged in continuous quality review and improvement and
that it meets the Federal Transit Administration-endorsed standards of their Bus Safety
and Security Program.

The greatest value of accreditation lies in the
process itself. It encourages self-evaluation and
voluntary monitoring of your transit organization to ensure the highest quality in the areas of
safety and security.
Steps to Accreditation
Each agency that seeks to be accredited must
first have a CSSO (Certified Safety and Security
Officer) on staff. This individual will begin the
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accreditation process by conducting a structured series of interviews and examinations, in
the eight areas at the core of the CSSO training
program.
The CSSO will then share the results within
the organization. If the organization decides
to proceed to accreditation, they will submit a
summary report (also known as the reviewer accreditation checklist) to CTAA for review.
The Association will then conduct a “desk
review” of the completed accreditation checklist.
This review will consist of a thorough review of
the application, including telephone and e-mail
inquiries to clear up any questions and to ascertain the applicant’s preparedness for the on-site
review.
CTAA and the applicant organization will
then arrange for an on-site review, which may
take two to three days. The CTAA reviewer will
inspect the facilities and vehicles of the applicant organization, interview relevant staff, board
members, and other officials, and inspect related
files and documents. The reviewer will prepare
a written report on the findings of the on-site
review and submit that to the applicant agency
for review and comment before submission to
the CTAA Accreditation Committee.
The CTAA Accreditation Committee will
review this report. Assuming all eight areas meet
the program’s benchmarks, CTAA will then issue
the organization a Community Transportation
Safety and Security Certificate of Accreditation,
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valid for three years. Should the organization
not meet the benchmarks in 1 or more areas,
the CTAA accreditation panel will issue a report
identifying any deficiencies and recommending
steps to correct them. Once an organization has
completed those steps, they may request another
on-site inspection to achieve accreditation.
CTSSA accreditation is valid for three years
and reaccreditation requires that all steps in the
original application be repeated.
What Are the Fees Associated With the
Accreditation Process?
The total cost of the accreditation process is
$6,000. This can be broken down as follows:
•

•

There is an initial nonrefundable application
fee of $1,500. This fee allows the organization access to both the online and printed
versions of the application, consultation and
a desk review with the CTAA accreditation
team, plus access to the online accreditation
community. The desk review is designed to
ascertain the applicant’s preparedness for an
on-site review and will document any steps
necessary to prepare for the on-site review.
Once the application has been reviewed and
accepted, the applicant agency may seek
full accreditation at an all-inclusive cost
of $4,500. This process includes a two- to
three-day on-site inspection of the applicant
agency’s facilities, vehicles, and records. This
also includes entrance and exit interviews
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with the agency’s chief executive officer, the
agency’s CSSO, and other relevant personnel.
Following the on-site inspection, the appli•
cant agency will receive a full report detailing
the findings of the inspection.
Who Are the CSSOs and How Are They
Qualified?
The CSSO personnel are critical to the success
and integrity of this safety and security program. What is essential is that the reviewers are
fully qualified and certified through a rigorous
process modeled after the existing professional
credentials that CTAA has designed for the community transit industry. The potential reviewer
must meet the criteria outlined by the CSSO
application, attend the two-day CSSO training
workshop, and pass all sections of the qualifying
examination.

professionals with years of transit safety and
security experience.
Professional standards and quality assurance
are reviewed and approved by the CTAA
National Certification Council.

Documentation
All accreditation documents are to be submitted over the signature of the organization’s chief
executive officer and be accompanied by a resolution or similar document from the governing
body of the organization endorsing the submission.

SUN Confidentiality: All documents submitted to the
CTAA National SUN
Certification
Councilnetwork
shall be
small
urban
received, processed, and maintained as confidential.

SUN small
urban
network
There are three levels of oversight and program

Governance: Who Maintains the
Program’s Quality and Integrity?

SUN small
urban

management to the Community Transportation
Safety and Security Accreditation Program:
•

•

network

Day-to-day management and operation of
CTAA’s Small Urban Network is forming right
the program is the responsibility of CTAA’s
CTAA’snow!
Small
Urban
Network
working
If you
represent
a transit is
operation
in ato support
Professional Development Services staff, speinnovative
small-urban
transit
providers
and improve
small-urban
community,
please
contact Scott
cifically including Len Cahill and Stephanee
bogren@ctaa.org
be sure
get
federalBogren
transitatlegislation
andand
policy
fortosmaller
cities,
on our
mailing
list. capital
The first full
meeting of and grow
small
particularly
toSUN
restore
bus
investment
Smith.
the SUN will take place on September 5. Stay
the STIC
program. If you represent a transit operation
Our team of master reviewers carries out re- urban
tuned to the CTAA FastMail for the lastest denetwork
in a small-urban
community, please contact Scott
tails.
source development and certified safety and
Bogren at bogren@ctaa.org and be sure to subscribe
security training functions. These are allied
to our SUN mailing list at www.ctaa.org/sun.
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Mobility & Behavioral Health Conditions
Trends Suggest New Ridership Wave
Similar to Dialysis Transportation a Decade Ago

By Rich Sampson
In 2002, the medical transportation edition of
CTAA’s printed predecessor to DigitalCT Magazine – Community Transportation Magazine
– published an article entitled “True Dialysis
Stories.” The piece – authored by CTAA’s thenCommunications Director and now current
Executive Director Scott Bogren, along with
Jordan Nichols – profiled passengers utilizing
community and transportation services to reach
life-sustaining dialysis treatment. Between then
and now, the need for dialysis treatment has skyrocketed and is a major and ongoing source of
work for non-emergency medical transportation
(NEMT) providers across the country.

be seeing alternative ways to reach where they
live, work, access services and more. This trend
is only becoming more pronounced as children
diagnosed with conditions along the autism
spectrum – which began growing in 1991 – start
to age out of the education system. And because of the challenging nature of some of these
conditions, safety for the affected rider. transit
employees and fellow passengers becomes an
increased concern.

Transition of Responsibility
For a long period of our nation’s history,
people with behavioral health conditions were
often shunned from society. They were sent
away to state-run psychiatric hospitals and other
institutions, considered by many to be out of
sight, out of mind, to pardon the unfortunate
pun. Some received exemplary care, while many
experienced difficult and counter-productive
treatment. At the peak of institutionalization

In 2015, we’ve reached a similar precipice for
another new – and potentially substantial –
stream of people who’ll depend on the services
offered community and public transportation
providers: those with behavioral and developmental health conditions. While these operators
have certainly helped move people with behavioral health conditions throughout their inceptions, the responsibility of the education-based
system that saw to the mobility needs of many
of these people until they turned 21 now will
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in 1955, it is estimated that more than 560,000
people were confined in these facilities.
The twin, federal policy mechanisms of the
Community Mental Health Act of 1963 and
Medicaid in 1965 began a shift away from institutionalization towards community services,
group homes and other programs. Unfortunately, public funding never matched the level
of need to support these efforts, and the public
education system – including Head Start programs – began assuming a greater share of the
responsibility to care for children diagnosed
with behavioral health issues. This framework
was established via the federal Individuals with
Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) of 1975.
The objective of an active role for the public
education system in addressing many of the
needs of children with behavioral health conditions is to provide an environment where these
children have the same access to learning opportunities, socialization and other experiences as
children without such conditions. Supplemental
health programs, therapy, counseling and other
assets are then deployed through this framework. Ideally, this structure provides greater
prospects for employment, stable interpersonal
relationships and transition to independent
living in adulthood. IDEA and its subsequent
modifications stipulates the public education
system assumes this responsibility until children reach adulthood, defined in this case as
age 21. Among the elements of this approach is
inclusion of transportation services, often using
school buses.
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Upon reaching adulthood, other programs
assist in the transition to independent living or
provide more extensive support for people with
more impactful behavioral health conditions.
Many of these services depend on community
and public transportation options to link people
with housing locations, employment destinations and community programs.
Responding to the Needs of Adults with
Autism
Before we examine any potential safety impacts on the nation’s mobility network from
behavioral health conditions, it’s important to
understand the largest single condition generating the growth in such diagnoses: people assessed as falling within the autism spectrum.

The understanding of autism– that of a person
who is, to some degree, withdrawn into their
own self – is relatively new in relation to other
physical or psychiatric conditions. It was first
termed by psychiatrist Eugen Bleuler in 1908,
and refined significantly by the work of Hans Asperger and Leo Kanner in the 1940s, the former
of which is known best for the high-functioning
set of patients with autism he studied. Attention
and research into autism then intensified in the
1970s and ‘80s.
Beginning in the early 1990s, rates of autism
diagnosis began to increase, as awareness of the
condition began to increase among the medical community and the general public. Between
1992 and 2002, the prevalence of autism among
children doubled from 7.5 per 1,000 children to
more than 14 per 1,000. In 2013, the fifth edition
of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5) codified these trends with
diagnostic criteria for autism spectrum disorder
(ASD) and the related diagnosis of social communication disorder (SCD). While the reasons
for the growth in autism diagnoses remains a
subject of much debate among those who observe the community, the fact remains is there
are many more people today diagnosed along
the autism spectrum than ever before.
Inasmuch growth has occurred in autism incidences, there are just as many ways the condition
impacts those identified as people with autism.
The care needs for people with autism – physical,
psychological, emotional, academic, vocational
and much more – range from minimal to intensive. As we’re fond of reminding policymakers
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changing needs of their passengers.
Providing Safe Service While Serving
Riders with Behavioral Health
Conditions
Delivering a travel experience that is safe to all
riders is paramount to every mobility provider.
Riders would quickly disappear if they felt insecure in their safety while traveling on any kind of
vehicle. Meanwhile, no behavioral or psychological condition predisposes people to act violently
as an inherent and unavoidable effect of their
clinical diagnosis. As medical doctors Marie E.
Rueve and Randon S. Welton wrote in the May
2008 edition of Psychiatry Magazine, “most
patients with stable mental illness do not present
an increased risk of violence.” The overwhelming
majority of people with these conditions are able
to interact with people and their surroundings
on a regular basis, much like anyone else.
within the community and public transportation
industry, one size rarely fits all. The same is true
for programs, treatment, expectations and trends
in relation to autism. At the same time, since the
condition is relatively new, theories, concepts
and services are under a constant state of revision, improvement and criticism.
Autism spectrum conditions are by no means
the only behavioral health issues that transportation providers – and especially drivers – encounter. While many persons who receive transportation services due to behavior health eligibility
are ambulatory and have a hidden disability, the
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front line staff – drivers – need to be informed of
any need for special consideration. Training programs are crucial to help drivers earn about the
characteristics of hidden disabilities and know
how to recognize passengers’ needs.
The special needs will include persons with
dementia – such as Alzheimer’s – post-stroke
recovery and other traumatic brain injury conditions, as well as drug addiction and learning
disabilities. Each of these categories of passenger
require different levels of attention and treatment. The challenge for mobility providers of
all kinds is to become and stay cognizant of the
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Nonetheless, as the number of riders with
behavioral health conditions is expected to increase in coming years, now is the time to begin
a discussion of the kind of impacts these conditions will present for those who depend on community and public transportation services will
have on themselves, transit workers and their
follow riders.
“Its important that we talk about the challenges and impacts of the situation or behaviors,
and not the people affected by them,” says Eileen
Collins Mastel, Director of Quality Assurance
for Ride Connection in Portland, Ore. “These
conditions offer our industry opportunities to
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be inclusive. There’s a range of situations – from
fellow riders with loud music, or people talking
loudly on cell phone – that can have impacts on
riders experiencing behavioral health conditions.
If we plan for the safety and security of all operators and riders, we will account for the needs of
riders with behavioral health, mental health, and
physical challenges.”
By definition, traveling on a community or
public transportation vehicle implies that sharing a trip with other people is a likelihood or
possibility. Some people – whether they live with
behavioral health issues or not – react differently
to sharing spaces with others. These reactions
could range from slight annoyance to significant agitation, with variables including stimuli,
emotional state and condition presenting myriad
potential situations. Conversely, some behavioral
health conditions cause people to thrive when
they’re exposed to more people, with communal
activities preventing isolation.
Another aspect inseparable from the reality
of transit service that has the potential to affect
people with behavioral health issues is the need
for some level of scheduling or time-keeping
in order for service to function. This is true for
demand-responsive and ride-sharing options as
much as it is for tightly-scheduled fixed-route
bus and rail lines. The stress of adhering to a
timetable or trip reservation, or the unease of
reacting to a late-arriving bus or van can introduce discomfort to some people with behavioral
health conditions that could escalate a routine
situation to one where effects of that condition
become apparent. At the same time, others with
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certain behavioral health conditions find comfort in the predictability and nuances of transit
networks.
Refreshing the Customer Service &
Training Mindset
With so much gray area and potential scenarios to consider as more people with behavioral health conditions are expected to board our
vans, buses, sedans and trains in coming years,
how can the community and public transportation industry be best prepared to serve the needs
of all riders?

ents on how best to use the system. My bottom
line is that we want to keep the riding experience
as close to a normal bus ride as possible, so the
affected riders learn how to use public transit
and that no matter where they go, they will have
access.”

The answers are concepts fundamentally
ingrained in how the best mobility providers
meet the needs of all their passengers: creating
and maintaining an employee training culture
that prioritizes customer service in all its applications. By preparing all its workers and representatives – from general managers and board
members to drivers and dispatchers – to interact
with and respond to people with behavioral
health issues, the first and most crucial element
in ensuring the safety and comfort of all riders
has a firm foundation.

Admittedly, attending to the needs and possibilities of transporting people with behavioral
health conditions is likely to be a new aspect to
training programs at many organizations and
agencies. Attending to these customers – and
their interactions with other riders and employees – requires new sets of procedures, practices
and habits. The Community Transportation
Association of America (CTAA) – which publishes this magazine – is beginning outreach to
the communities most familiar with these issues:
groups representing those with behavioral health
conditions, medical and psychiatric practitioners, public educators and others. The ideas and
feedback shared by these experts and advocates
will be shared within and beyond our industry
to better inform transit training programs and
customer service to best serve people with behavioral health issues.

“We seek to ensure all riders have the same
type of access and experience on our services,”
says John McBeth, President & CEO of the
Brazos Transit District in Bryan/College Station, Texas, and who has extensive background
in working with people with behavioral health
conditions prior to coming to Brazos in 1982.
“In our operation, we spend a lot of time training the professional staff of treatment centers on
how to use our system so they can train their cli-

In the meantime, CTAA’s
Passenger Service and Safety
(PASS) driver certification
program – available as both
in-person training and online – emphasizes engaged,
responsive assistance to all
passengers. PASS emphasizes essential customer
service components such as
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communication, stress management, individual
awareness and hidden disabilities that provide
strategies and mechanisms likely to help assist
many passengers with behavioral health conditions.
An Ongoing Response
Community and public transportation networks have always been intended to move people
who need mobility options the most. Whether
that’s reaching health care, employment, social
programs or any other destination, these systems
exist to help people carry out their lives, however
they best see fit. Although there’s likely to be
more people with behavioral health conditions
accessing these services in the years ahead, the
responsibility to attend to their needs is exactly
the same.
“There has to be a community transportation
response with person-centered selections, things
that mobility managers already know about and
are doing,” says William McDonald, who spent
his career serving passengers with a ride range
of needs at Medical Motors Service in Rochester,
N.Y.
Like the need for dialysis transportation that
emerged as a trend for our industry more than
a decade ago, providing mobility for those with
behavioral health issues requires the very best
in service. CTAA will support community and
public transportation providers in this important work, through the sharing of ideas and
best practices, engagement with passengers and
advocates and informing policy-makers and
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elected officials about the realities of these crucial connections.
The author thanks Robert Carlson, Eileen Collins Mastel, John McBeth, William McDonald and
Elizabeth Rutkowski for their valuable feedback
and perspective in reviewing this article – ed.
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Increased Size of Mobility Devices Creates
Challenges, Opportunities for Transit Providers
By Pamela Friedman

Making mobility easier to allow more people
to reach more destinations to achieve whatever
quality of life they desire is the foundation of
the work of community transportation providers. Since passengers first climbed aboard
horse-drawn streetcars from cobblestone
streets on using metal poles and sat on hard
wood seats in the late 1800s, mobility providers have sought-out new equipment, technology and practices to make travel both safer and
more comfortable.
Today, the availability of larger and more
powerful mobility devices – wheelchairs,
walkers and powered scooters – now enable
individuals previously unable to use public
transit or paratransit to access medical and
other quality of life destinations more easily.
Increased dependence on larger devices indicates demographic changes that pose both a
challenge and opportunity for providers. This
article provides an overview of an emerging
trend impacting how providers incorporate
accommodating new mobility devices while
ensuring the safety and comfort of drivers and
all passengers.
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Changing Demographics

ments and other quality of life destinations.
However, a Brookings review of the state costs
related to obesity indicated that mobility and
transportation challenges often cause bariatric
patients to delay medical visits.

In recent years, the numbers of obese and
morbidly obese or bariatric individuals in the
US has been on the increase. According to the
Journal of the American Medical Association
More startling is the rise in obesity among
(JAMA), over one third of the American popuchildren and young adults. Childhood obesity
lation is categorized as obese. Of those, 6.6
rates have more than tripled since 1980. Appercent of the population is morbidly obese.
proximately 17 percent of children and teens
By 2030, it is estimated that 164 million
(ages 2-19) were obese from 2011-2012. Five
Americans, half of the population will be
percent of 6-11 year olds obese and 6. 5 perobese. Obesity is most prevalent among lowcent of 12-19 year olds were severely obese;
income, minority and middle aged adults,
an indication that this trend will most likely
many of whom are dependent on public trans- continue.
portation to access work, medical appoint-
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accessories such as foot plates, and tilt of the
chair also increase operability challenges. In
response to the growing number of individuals
opting to use larger devices to improve their
mobility options, many transit providers are
considering service improvements to help accommodate passengers using these devices.
Increasing numbers of veterans are now living with acute injuries. Estimates indicate that
1 million veterans returning from the wars in
Afghanistan and Iraq sustained injuries, many
of which are categorized as severe. According
to the Department of Veterans Affairs, veterans wounded during these conflicts are surviving in greater numbers because of advances in
body armor, battlefield medicine and medical evacuation transportation. Many of these
veterans will be dependent on mobility devices
for the remainder of their live and may have
travel needs that require the use of oversized
mobility devices.
The University of Rochester Medical Center
defines morbid obesity as
• an individual whose body weight is
more than 100 pounds over the ideal
for their height,
• an individual with a body mass index
(BMI) of 40 or more
• an individual with a BMI of 35 who
is experiencing obesity-related health
conditions (type2 diabetes, high blood
pressure, heart disease, liver disease, to
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name a few)
Because excess weight puts more strain on
joints, especially the legs and ankles, individuals who are morbidly obese have difficulty
standing or walking for long periods of time
and are reliant on mobility devices to improve
accessibility. They are more apt to use stronger
and wider mobility devices that may exceed
weight and width accessibility guidelines regulated by the ADA. The devices are often more
difficult to operate and maneuver. Generally
more weight is put on the front of the chairs,
making them harder to push. The position of
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Transporting Passengers Using Large
Mobility Devices

TCRP Report 171, Use of
Mobility Devices on Paratransit Vehicles and Buses,
notes findings by University
of Buffalo Idea Center indicating that based on current
standards, many paratransit
vehicles and buses would have difficulty accommodating users of larger mobility devices.
The findings are based on available floor space.
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Thus, more providers are considering updated
design options to accommodate passengers using these larger devices.

ment of Transportation defined a common
wheelchair as:

The Americans with Disabilities Act requires
vehicles to be accessible to mobility device
users and to ensure that passengers can take
advantage of those features. ADA accessibility
guidelines set the combined weight for an individual and his or her mobility device at 600
pounds. If a lift meets the minimum design
load, there is no requirement for an agency
to transport a heavier device. However, if the
vehicle lift has a design load of 800 pounds,
the agency must have the ability to transport
a combined device/passenger weight of 800
pounds. Either way, the device must fit the
aisle and not interfere with passenger evacuation.

The design of wheelchairs and other mobility devices has evolved over time to include
• usable indoors and designed for use by wheeled walkers, wheelchairs with six wheels
individuals with a mobility disability,
and scooters, and transportation providers are
whether manually or power operated,
obligated to accommodate them if they do not
• that does not exceed 30 inches in width obstruct the aisle or impede the safety of other
and 48 inches in length, measured two passengers. The impacts of transporting larger
patients/mobility devices affect vehicle operatinches above the ground and which,
ing costs and durability. Passenger safety and
when occupied does not weigh more
comfort, and the need for additional driver
than 600 pounds.
training also impact service provision. Among
the effects on services that may impact operatConcerns about the impact of larger pasing costs are:
sengers and mobility devices on transit accessibility resulted in the submission of a
• Increased fuel consumption to transproposal by FTA in 2011 to change bus testing
port the same number of commuters
regulations to accurately reflect patient weight
and passengers, potentially resulting in
and transit vehicle loads. The FTA sought to
higher fares
increase the average passenger weight from
• Less maneuverability for larger mobility
150 to 175 pounds and to increase floor space
devices and oversized scooters, resultoccupied by a standing passenger from 1.5 to
1.75 square feet. Although the guidelines as
described by the ADA are still in effect, FTA
deleted the definition of “common wheelchair”
from the final rule in 2011. The change was
made to guard against providers using the initial physical parameters to exclude non-conforming wheelchairs from boarding vehicles.
In recognition of increased usage of mobility
devices that may not meet these specifications,
FTA requires vehicles that can safely accommodate a passenger and his/her device do so.

These requirements are codified in 49 CFR
Section 32.23. In addition, buses, vans and systems are required to provide ramps allowing a
user in a mobility device to reach a securement
location. Vehicles in excess of 22 feet in length
are required to provide at least two securement
locations; vehicles 22 feet or less are required
to provide at least one location. The design
load of the lift must also be a minimum of 600
pounds. Ramps 30 inches or longer are required to support a load of 600 pounds. Those
less than 30 inches should support a load of
300 pounds.
Based on these regulations, the U.S. Depart-
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• a mobility aid belonging to any class of
three or four-wheeled devices
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Impacts of Transporting Large
Passengers on Vehicle Use and
Operators
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•
•
•
•
•
•

ing in boarding delays and reduced ontime reliability
Additional driver training to insure
that passengers are secure once they
have boarded
Increased space allocations for larger
mobility devices, reducing passenger
capacity
The need for larger safety belts and
straps
Injuries to drivers sustained while securing large passengers and mobility
devices
Driving the vehicle in a manner that
avoids jerks or vehicle acceleration that
may be harmful to passengers
Larger seating needed to accommodate
mobile bariatric passengers

Other concerns to transit agencies relating to
the safe securement of larger mobility devices
include:
• Possible injury to passenger, the driver
or other passengers, or damage to the
mobility device, lift or vehicle
• The inability of larger devices to fit
safely on the lift or into the vehicle
securement area
• Accommodating additional equipment,
(respirators, etc.) that may be hung
from the device
Although not currently required to do so,
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transit agencies with an eye towards the future
are considering vehicle modifications to more
easily accommodating users of larger mobility
devices. These modifications include increasing the device/passenger payload capability to
800 pounds for lifts, increasing the platform
length from 48 to 54 inches, equipping lifts
with handrails, and working in partnership
with the manufacturers of medical equipment to ensure they can be safely transported.
Providers may also consider encouraging
equipment manufacturers to inform customers about which devices currently meet transit
vehicle space regulations.
Respecting Passenger Dignity – PASS
Training’s Focus on the Customer

“Keep in mind how you would like to be
treated. Focus on the passenger, not the device.” – Jim Holman, PASS Trainer
The size of larger mobility devices often
impacts how drivers interact with passengers
using these devices. Individuals using larger
mobility devices may hesitate to ride public
transit because they require driver assistance
in boarding and/or securing their device. Passengers may find the required physical contact
embarrassing. They may also be sensitive to
the additional time needed to safely secure
their mobility device and its impact on other
passengers.
CTAA’s Passenger Service and Safety (PASS),
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emphasizes the importance
of respecting passenger dignity. The training incorporates information relevant
to disability awareness and
the ADA. Training focuses
on customer service, ensuring that drivers have current expertise in passenger
assistance and the sensitivity skills appropriate for serving all persons
with disabilities.
PASS is designed as a three-day Train-theTrainer to certify trainers who can then train
drivers or as a two-day Driver program in
which instructors train drivers directly. Jim
Holman ,who has been a safety instructor for
CTAA for over 20 years, notes that the issue of
transporting individuals using larger mobility
devices is frequently raised during training.
Holman explains that “because of the deletion of common wheelchair from FTA’s final
rule as mentioned above, drivers may feel
insecure when assisting passengers using
larger mobility devices. For instance, if a lift
cannot accommodate both the passenger and
his mobility device and if the passenger is able
to stand and board on his own, drivers may be
required to safely seat the passenger first and
then board the device. Drivers are reminded
that treating a passenger with respect is paramount. After all, while the driver may be the
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through the roof,” says Larry McNutt, West
Regional Commercial Sales for the Ricon Corporation.

most important asset of the transit agency, the
most important person to the transit agency is
the customer.”
A Manufacturer’s Perspective

Ricon, a subsidiary of Wabtec Corporation,
manufactures titanium lifts that accommodate
wheelchairs and other mobility devices. Ricon
has been a leading manufacturer of accessibility solutions since 1971. The company’s Classic lift with a rated load of 800 lbs. has been
the standard for many years and is still a very
popular product. About four years ago, Ricon
began to see the need for a lift that would accommodate the large, motorized wheelchairs
that we see more of every day with ease, resulting in the development of the Titanium 1,000
lb. raised lift. It has since become the top-selling lift, with many schools and transit districts
writing bid specifications around this product.
“Sales on the Titanium 1000 lb lift have gone
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All lifts manufactured for use in the U.S. are
designated DOT Public Use wheelchair lifts
and comply with all FMVSS (Federal Motor
Vehicle Safety Standards) and ADA regulations. Bus manufacturers have also conducted
structural testing to assure that vehicle floors
will support the additional load per FMVSS
standards. Today’s wheelchair lifts are by far
the safest and most reliable that the industry
has seen.
The increased use of large mobility devices
by many passengers presents transit providers
with new opportunities to retrofit vehicles and
train drivers in a manner that ensures a safe
and comfortable ride for everyone. In response
to this growing trend, equipment manufactures and driver training programs provide
systems with appropriate upgrade options and
resources to ensure a safe and pleasurable ride
for all passengers.
Ensuring a Safe Ride for All

As medical trends and conditions have
changed in recent decades, new devices present opportunities for mew segments of the
population to expand places they can reach
via community and public transportation
networks. An ongoing interplay between riders, manufacturers and mobility providers is
crucial to ensure the trips that make those op-
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portunities possible are provided safely.
“The new mobility devices available today do
present challenges for transit agencies operating both fixed-route and demand-response
services,” says PASS Trainer Jim Holman. “But
through a combination of the right lifts and
ramps, training and customer service awareness, the industry can keep focused on serving
as many people as possible.”

The perfect compliment to Digital CT is
our bi-weekly E-Newsletter, CT Fast Mail.
Delivering the latest news on transit policy
from the nation’s capitol, developments
from across the country, research and
analysis publications and information on
resources and technical assistance from the
Community Transportation Association and
other partners, CT Fast Mail is the most
direct location for the most relevant news
and updates in the industry.
And it’s free to sign-up! Simply send an
email to fastmail@ctaa.org and you’ll be
connected with the next issue of CT Fast
Mail. In the meantime, view the latest edition at www.ctaa.org.
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Three Tips to Strengthen Your
Drug Screening Program
By Hunter Strickler
Heroin use is on the rise. Marijuana laws are
rapidly changing. And the prescription drug
epidemic in the United States shows no signs of
slowing down anytime soon. On top of that, an
estimated 70% of adult illicit drug users in the
U.S. are employed.
In the public transportation industry, reducing the effects of substance abuse among your
employees is critical to your organization’s safety
program. You already have a testing program in
place that meets the FTA’s minimum requirements, but is that enough?
If your employees were asked about your
organization’s policy on prescription drug use,
would they know it by heart? What about the
level of alcohol in their system that impairs their
decision making and other cognitive functions?
Is this safety-critical information as familiar to
them as the technical elements of safely operating a vehicle?
If not, here are three things you should consider implementing to strengthen your testing
program.
1. Close the gap between policy & instruction
Although you may distribute a copy of your
drug testing program to every new hire, keep
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in mind that policy distribution is not policy
retention. Supervisors and managers may read
the policy (though many don’t) but interpret its
implementation in different ways. The result is
a testing program that is administered inconsistently or inaccurately.
To resolve this issue, consider the following
steps:
•

Establish written protocols (by test type
or scenario) that reinforce your policy in
plain language

•

Make protocol documents and instructions easily accessible

•

Implement continuing/refresher education programs that are clear and concise
Train (and retrain) your supervisors
and managers on reasonable suspicion
protocols

2. Reasonable suspicion testing is the single
most under-utilized drug testing tool among
American companies.
Consider the fact that roughly 9% of U.S.
workers at any given time are at work impaired, but only 0.5% of workplace drug
testing in the U.S. is done under reasonable
suspicion. In many cases, the culprit is a
supervisor who is unsure how to properly
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initiate, document, and manage reasonable
suspicion testing.
To raise awareness among your supervisors
and give them more confidence to understand
how and when to initiate testing:
•

Consider online training courses that
deliver flexible, interactive and engaging
content

•

Reinforce simple steps during the training that are easy-to-remember (e.g.,
observe, document, transport)

•

Ensure you have the ability to track progress, monitor compliance, and customize
content based on your policy and procedures
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3. Prepare your program for exceptions to
the rule
How do you handle “dilute” specimens? What
constitutes a refusal to test? What if someone
can’t give a sample? Drug screens don’t always go
according to plan. Take the time now to anticipate these instances and plan accordingly. This
may require updates to your policy or additional
education for your drug testing program manager.
To reduce the risk of being caught off guard by
an unusual testing event, consider the following
steps:
•

Designate a primary Designated Employer Representative (DER) and ensure
proper training/education on testing
rules and regulations

•

Appoint a small committee comprised of
HR/Risk Management/Safety to collaborate on how to effectively handle these
exceptions

•

Establish a relationship with an MRO
or Third Party Administrator (TPA) to
assist with navigating challenging testing
situations

These three tools should help you think critically about your testing program as you seek to
reduce accidents and promote a safe, healthy,
and drug-free culture.
Hunter Strickler is the President of Visify Training,
LLC.
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Charles McGraw; Nevada • Mike Johnson; New Hampshire • Van Chesnut; New Jersey
• Carol Novrit, CCTM; New Mexico • David Harris, AICP; New York • Damon Mustaca,
CCTM; North Carolina • Randy Bass; North Dakota • Dale Bergman; Oklahoma • Charla
Sloan, CCTM; Oregon • Doug Pilant, CCTM; Pennsylvania • Leeann MacWilliams, CHSP;
South Carolina • Keith Scott; South Dakota • Ronald Baumgart; Tennessee • Chris Kleehammer; Texas • Lyle Nelson; Utah • Todd Beutler, CCTM; Vermont • Jim Moulton;
Virginia • Josh Baker, CCTM; Washington • Kelly Scalf; West Virginia • David Bruffy; Wisconsin • Greg Seubert; Wyoming • Renae Jording, CCTM. Tribal Delgates: Eastern Band
of Cherokee Indians • Kathi Littlejohn; Navajo Nation; Confederated Salish & Kootenai
Tribes of the Flathead Nation • Corky Sias

www.ctaa.org
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Becoming a member of the Community Transportation Association of America presents an ever-growing pool of
benefits and services, including:
•
•
•
•
•

New Certified Safety and Security
Manager (CSSM) Training
Access to the Insurance Store at
CTAA
The Latest Policy Analysis and an
Effective Voice in Washington
Technical Assistance Programs and
Information Resources
Discounted PASS Driver Training
and Certification

Become a member of the Community
Transportation Association today by
contacting our Membership Director,
Caryn Souza, at 202.294.6527 or
souza@ctaa.org, or visit www.ctaa.
org/join.
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